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Central carbon metabolism is the bio-energetic function that provides energy for cell functions and
building blocks for cell growth. It is a highly regulated process both in space and time, and both in
normal and abnormal development1. For example, in cancer development, mass increase of the tumor
relies on a metabolism geared towards efficient production of macromolecules, while migration of
invasive cells in a physically challenging environment (ECM), requires efficient ATP production to
meet with the high energetic demands of migration2.
To address this experimentally, it is essential to develop methods to quantify metabolism in a spatiotemporally resolved manner. In this context, the MOSAIC team, at Institut Fresnel, has recently
demonstrated the used of deuterated compounds, and their imaging through coherent Raman Imaging
to image metabolic fluxes at a subcellular resolution in yeast, cultured cells and growing Drosophila
tissues3,4.
In the proposed project, we will investigate biosynthetic and energetic metabolism in the context of the
development of tumors. Our group in involved in a collaborative effort (with Institut Paoli Calmette and
IBDM in Marseille) to understand the role of mechanical forces in tumor growth and the initiation of
metastasis, which are both driven by cancer stem cells (CSCs)7,8. We will use advanced imaging and
mechanical investigation of CSCs to establish if their two seemingly different characteristics – growth
on the one hand and the production of mechanical work to migrate on the other hand- are linked with a
reprogramming of their metabolic activity.
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